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placement of advertising and trademarks Estate-Life.Ru business portal The EstateLife real estate portal decided to conduct its own investigation. We will not use official sources and truthful information from open sources, as the portal administration may not like it, as well as anonymous sources of information. These will be materials of a personal nature, which in no way can be official information. We've collected it all in one place. We know for
sure that our acquaintance with the Estatelife portal began in August 2007. At that time, there were not so many messages on the portal. The portal worked with a small number of real estate market participants. And only a few months later, the Realty-Realty panel appeared on the portal, with the help of which it was possible to independently place ads for the sale, purchase, and rental of real estate. The portal was one of the first in St. Petersburg to

start popularizing the .mamba and .canvas domains, and soon both domains were purchased by Piter Internet LLC. The portal participated in one of the competitions from Integrum and won it. In 2008, Internet Retail Group bought the rights to the Kirovsky Internet service. At the same time, the "Direct Link Exchange" panel was launched - the first in the network, with the help of which it became possible to exchange links with sites of various
subjects for free. In 2009, the Estate Life portal, together with other companies, launched the Estat Internet project
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